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Basics
	

Setup
	

When	you	download	the	app,	you	need	to	register	and	set	your	birth	date.	Then
you	need	to	choose	if	you	are	going	to	log	into	through	Pokémon	Trainer	Club	or
Google.	We	recommend	using	Google	(unless	you	already	have	account	into	the
exclusive	 Trainer	 Club).	 You	 also	 need	 to	 give	 the	 game	 permission	 to	 access
your	location.	This	is	absolutely	required	and	you’ll	learn	why	soon	enough.
	

Customize	your	character
	

First	thing	you	are	choosing	is	the	gender	of	your	character.	After	you’ve	chosen
the	 gender,	 it	 is	 time	 to	 customize	 your	 characters	 physical	 attributes.	 You	 can
choose	 skin	 color,	 eye	 color	 and	 hair	 color,	 and	 then	 following	 this	 you	 have
clothes	to	choose	from.
	

After	 you	 are	 done	 customizing	 your	 character,	 Professor	 Willow	 will	 be
introduced	 to	you.	Following	 that,	you	will	get	your	 first	Poke	Balls	and	start	 the
game!
	

How	to	find	a	Pokémon?
	

This	one	is	probably	one	of	the	coolest	features	in	this	game!	Now	you	will	know
why	you	are	 required	 to	give	 your	GPS	 location.	The	game	downloads	 the	 real
data	and	will	place	you	onto	your	actual	physical	location.	To	begin	with,	the	below
tips	will	help	you	find	a	Pokémon	to	catch	and	train.
	

A	Pokémon	can	be	hiding	just	about	anywhere,	just	as	it	could	be	in	the	real	life.
More	of	them	will	be	located	outside,	but	don’t	be	surprised	if	you	find	one	in	your
kitchen	as	well.	How	do	you	locate	Pokemon?
	

When	 you	 notice	 little	 fragments	 whirling	 on	 your	 screen,	 that	 is	 where	 the
Pokémon	 will	 be	 hiding!	 The	 darker	 shade	 grass	 animations	 are	 here	 with
purpose,	 and	 that	 is	 to	 help	 you	 catch	 the	 Pokémon.	 The	 circle	 around	 your
character	 will	 tell	 you	 how	 close	 you	 need	 to	 be	 if	 you	 want	 to	 catch	 that
Pokémon.	He	needs	to	be	inside	the	circle.	When	he	is,	tap	on	him	to	capture.
	



Capturing	Pokémon
	

So	finally	you’ve	found	Pokémon	and	you	clicked	on	it	as	instructed.	Now,	you	are
able	to	capture	it.	Be	careful	and	don’t	rush,	since	you	have	a	limited	number	of
Poke	Balls	at	your	disposal.
	

Hold	 down	 the	 Ball	 with	 your	 fingertip.	 The	 green	 circle	 will	 show	 around	 the
Pokémon	 you	 are	 looking	 to	 capture.	 While	 the	 green	 circle	 is	 largest,	 hit	 the
Pokémon	 with	 the	 Poke	 ball.	 Have	 you	 succeed?	Were	 you	 able	 to	 catch	 the
Pokemon???
	

But	 be	 careful,	 sometimes	 or	 more	 often	 than	 not,	 your	 job	 is	 not	 complete.
Sometimes	 you	will	 find	 that	 your	 pokemon	breaks	out	 of	 the	 ball.	 The	ball	will
rumble	 a	 few	 times	 and	 if	 you	 succeeded,	 you	will	 get	 stars	 displayed	 on	 your
game	screen.	If	not,	the	Pokémon	will	appear	again	in	front	of	you,	still	active	and
un-captured.	You	can	also	see	how	difficult	it	can	be	to	capture	a	Pokémon	by	the
color	of	its	circle	surrounding	it.
	

The	Pokémon	with	green	colored	circle	are	easiest	ones	to	capture	while	the	red
or	more	colorful	circles	are	more	difficult.	The	more	difficult	 to	capture	 the	more
XP	is	gained	from	the	encounter.	So	try	all	different	difficulty	types.

	



Poké	Stops
	

Poke	Stops	are	 places	where	 you	 can	get	 free	 items.	Such	 items	 could	 be	 the
ever	useful	poke	balls.	You	will	recognize	a	Poke	Stop	by	a	blue	square	shown	on
the	game	map.

	



Leveling	&	Evolution
	

Should	I	level	up	first,	or	evolve	first?
	

In	 my	 opinion,	 you	 should	 almost	 always	 evolve	 your	 high-CP	 base-evolution
Pokémon,	rather	than	spend	dust	leveling	up	a	lower-level	creature,	then	evolving
it.
	

If	 you’re	 looking	 for	 creatures	 to	 attack	 or	 defend	 gyms,	 you’ll	 want	 to	 improve
Pokémon	once	they’re	evolved	and	give	you	a	great	HP	and	CP	and	a	high	level
arc;	 otherwise,	 you’re	 just	 pouring	 lots	 of	Stardust	 into	 a	 low-level	 creature	 that
may	never	have	a	ton	of	hit	points,	even	at	its	max	level.
	

By	waiting,	you	can	also	avoid	 leveling	up	a	creature	you	 think	will	 be	powerful
because	of	its	STAB	attacks,	but	losing	them	on	an	evolution.
	

Okay,	but	what	are	the	best	Pokémon	to	evolve	right	now?
	

Right	now,	the	Pokémon	we’re	seeing	dominate	in	gyms	are	the	following:
	

Dragonite

Snorlax

Vapor	eon

Clefable

Wiggly	tuff

Hypno

Lapras

Flare	on

Arcanine

Venomoth

Pidgeot

Golem

Exeggutor

Golduck



How	to	throw	a	perfect	curveball	in
Pokémon	Go
	

How	do	I	throw	a	curveball	in	Pokémon	Go?	It’s	easier	than	it	looks.
	

If	you’ve	been	playing	Pokémon	Go	for	more	than	a	few	days,	you’ll	likely	have
gotten	“catch	bonuses”	—	these	give	you	bonus	Trainer	XP	when	you	catch	a
Pokémon	after	throwing	the	Poke	Ball	in	the	center	of	the	Pokémon’s	surrounding
big,	medium,	or	small	radar	rings.
	

You	may	also	have	seen	what	looks	like	a	strange	bug:	Throwing	the	Poke	Ball,
only	to	have	it	spin	and	veer	away	from	the	Pokémon	off	the	screen.
	

Now,	there	are	quite	a	few	bugs	in	Pokémon	Go,	but	this	isn’t	one	of	them:	When
you	toss	the	Poke	Ball,	you’re	accidentally	triggering	a	special	throw,	the	Curve
Ball.	But	if	you	can	conquer	this	move,	curving	your	Poke	Balls	can	actually	give
you	a	better	advantage	for	catching	Pokémon	and	a	higher	chance	for	those
higher-XP	catch	bonuses.
	

Follow	the	link	to	find	out	or	read	on	below!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1nAdDEO-Hs
	

Why	Curve	Balls	are	awesome
	

Before	I	figured	out	Curve	Balls,	I	lost	many	a	Poke	Ball	on	bad	throws,	watching
the	ball	fly	off	the	screen	after	thinking	I	was	throwing	straight.	I’ve	cursed	the
Curve	Ball’s	name,	but	the	throw	can	actually	be	really	powerful	if	you	do	it
correctly.
	

Why?	Because	when	thrown	correctly,	Curve	Balls	are	more	likely	to	land	in	the
center	of	the	radar	ring	and	nab	you	the	Great	and	Excellent	bonus	—	which	also
increases	the	likelihood	that	your	caught	Pokémon	will	remain	in	its	Poké	Ball.
The	Curve	Ball	bonus	itself,	though	a	paltry	10XP,	also	gives	you	a	higher	chance
of	catching	Pokémon.
	

How	to	throw	a	perfect	Curve	Ball
	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1nAdDEO-Hs


There	are	two	ways	to	throw	a	perfect	Curve	Ball:	The	super	spin,	or	the	arc.
	

The	“Super	Spin”	Curve	Ball
	

For	the	super	spin,	you’ll	want	to	spin	the	Poke	Ball	in	a	clockwise	or	counter-
clockwise	direction	with	your	finger	until	it	starts	vibrating	and	sparkling.	Which
direction	you	spin	largely	depends	on	which	hand	you’re	using	—	I	find	spinning
counter-clockwise	easier	with	my	left	index	finger,	and	clockwise	easier	with	my
right	index	finger.	(I	don’t	recommend	using	a	thumb,	because	you	won’t	have
enough	power	for	the	actual	throw.)
	

Once	your	Poke	Ball	is	vibrating,	you’re	going	to	want	to	flick	your	finger	up	the
left	(clockwise)	or	right	(counter-clockwise)	side	of	your	screen;	how	far	up	and
the	speed	at	which	you	flick	depends	on	the	Pokémon’s	distance.	If	you	want	to
picture	it,	you’re	basically	tracing	a	J	(counter-clockwise)	or	L	(clockwise)	on	the
screen.
	

This	move	takes	a	bit	of	practice,	but	once	you	master	it,	you’ll	find	you	rarely
waste	Poke	Balls	in	throwing.
	

Personally,	I	find	the	Curve	Ball	more	useful	for	long-distance	Pokémon;	for	closer
Pokémon,	I	use	the	method	below:	the	arc.
	

The	“Arc”	Curve	Ball
	

This	is	a	slightly	harder	Curve	Ball	to	master,	but	you’re	far	more	likely	to	get	the
10XP	“Curve	Ball”	bonus	and	a	higher	likelihood	of	Pokémon	capture.
	

To	achieve	the	arc,	you’re	going	to	use	the	side	of	your	index	finger	or	thumb,
rather	than	a	straight-on	throw.	When	you	flick,	you’re	going	to	flick	your	finger	at
an	angle	toward	the	left	or	right	edge	of	the	screen,	but	at	the	last	second,	twist
your	arc	toward	the	Pokémon.
	

Cheat	your	way	to	a	perfect	Curve	Ball
	

There’s	one	other	way	to	throw	Curve	Balls	if	you’re	on	an	iPhone	or	iPad:	The
cheater’s	way.	If	you	use	Apple’s	Accessibility	features,	you	can	“record”	a	Curve
Ball	and	throw	gesture	to	play	back	at	any	time	—	including,	yes,	while	catching	a
Pokémon.
	



Visit	the	Settings	app	and	tap	General	>	Accessibility.

Under	the	Interaction	header,	tap	Assistive	Touch.

Turn	Assistive	Touch	On.	You’ll	see	a	small	glowing	circle	appear	in	the	corner	of
your	screen.
	

Create	a	Brand	New	Gesture
	

Inside	the	New	Gesture	box,	perform	the	Curve	Ball	(either	Arc	or	Super	Spin
gesture)	with	the	same	speed	you	would	inside	the	game,	then	give	it	a	name.
	

Return	to	the	Pokémon	Go	app.
	

When	you	encounter	a	Pokémon,	tap	the	Assistive	Touch	glowing	circle.
	

Tap	the	Custom	star.
	

Choose	the	custom	gesture.
	

Move	the	targeting	circle	to	properly	start	on	your	Poke	Ball.	When	you	release,
the	gesture	will	execute.

Note:	You	may	have	to	try	recording	a	couple	of	different	variations	on	the	gesture
to	execute	it	perfectly.
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